Old Apple (malus domestica) Tree Pruning 101
The wild apple is native to the Kazakstan region of central Asia. Humans have been
domesticating the apple for several thousand years, resulting in variants that taste great eaten
whole, baked or as apple cider. However, these variants do require constant pruning (unlike
their wild asian ancestors.)
Most agricultural sources (which focus on yield) recommend cutting down old apple trees and
planting new semi-dwarf stock rather than trying to resurrect old trees through years of
pruning. However, old apple cultivars are an important source of biological diversity and old
apple trees are (IMHO) beautiful, historic additions to the landscape.

Pruning Goals:
1) Survival (Strong Trunk, No Rot)
2) Spur Apple Production
a. Make light available
b. Favor horizontal branches – they produce the most fruit
Pruning will encourage new growth, which normally bears more fruit (the exception being
vertical water sprouts.)

Remove:
1) Dead/Injured Wood
2) (Vertical) Water Sprouts
3) Branches That Point Down
4) Branches That Are Parallel (Shade Each Other) or Cross Each Other
5) Branches That Grow Towards the Center
Do not remove more than 1/3 of live branches in any given year.

Techniques:
1) Cut a branch off as close as possible to the branch or trunk from which it’s growing. Usually,
there is a bulge on the parent branch where the smaller branch emerges from it. Cut flush
against that bulge without cutting into it.
2) Undercutting – when removing large branches, cut along the bottom of a branch first so that
you do not peel off a lot of bark when the branch breaks.
3) To shorten a branch, always cut just beyond a leaf or fruiting bud.

Tools:
Triple Razor Cut Pruning Saw (Kibby’s Equip. Bridge St. WRJ)
Shear/Lopper
Extension Ladder

Further Reading:
The Botany of Desire: A Plant's-Eye View of the World By MICHAEL POLLAN
http://www.smallkitchengarden.net/small-kitchen-garden/prune-fruit-trees-2-tools-andtechnique
http://www.ipm.iastate.edu/ipm/hortnews/2001/2-9-2001/prunetree.html
http://extension.oregonstate.edu/catalog/html/ec/ec1005/
http://eap.mcgill.ca/CPTFP_7.htm

